Abstract. The concentration of presenilin-1 (PS-1) protein at the mitochondrial-associated aspect of the endoplasmic reticulum supports the potential for a mitochondrial influence of PS-1. Given that carriers of certain Alzheimer's disease (AD)-related PS-1 variants are predisposed to clinical depression and that depression has been historically associated with the mitochondrial enzyme, monoamine oxidase-A (MAO-A), we investigated cortical MAO-A function in the AD-related PS-1(M146V) knock-in mouse. The MAO-A system was clearly altered in the PS-1(M146V) mouse as revealed by (a) a mismatch between MAO-A protein expression and MAO-A activity; (b) changes in MAO-A-mediated monoaminergic neurotransmitter metabolism; (c) changes in non-cognitive behavior following treatment with the irreversible MAO-A inhibitor clorgyline; and (d) an increase in the potency of clorgyline in these same mice. We next investigated whether PS-1(M146V) could be influencing MAO-A directly. We observed (a) an enhanced MAO-A activity in necropsied PS-1(M146V) mouse cortical extracts incubated with DAPT (a PS-1 substrate-competitor); (b) the proximity of PS-1 with MAO-A and mitochondrial markers in cortical sections and in primary cortical neurons; (c) the co-segregation and co-immunoprecipitation of PS-1 and MAO-A within the mitochondrial fraction; and (d) the co-immunoprecipitation of overexpressed PS-1(M146V) and MAO-A proteins from N2a lysates. The PS-1( Ex9) and PS-1(D257A) variants, known to have low substrate-binding capacity, co-immunoprecipitated weakly with MAO-A. These combined data support a physical interaction between PS-1 and MAO-A that could influence MAO-A activity and contribute to the monoaminergic disruptions common to disorders as seemingly diverse as depression and AD.
INTRODUCTION
The mitochondrial enzyme monoamine oxidase (MAO) degrades neurotransmitters such as serotonin * Correspondence to: D.D. Mousseau, Cell Signalling Laboratory, B45 HSB, University of Saskatchewan, 107 Wiggins Rd., Saskatoon, SK (S7N 5E5), Canada. Tel.: +1 (306) 966 8824; E-mail: darrell.mousseau@usask.ca. and noradrenaline which are central to the neurobiology of depression [1, 2] . While the role of the MAO-B isoform in neurodegeneration has been widely studied [3] , that of the MAO-A isoform (discussed below) is often considered ancillary to its well-established role in depression. However, aspects of depression and neurodegeneration could certainly rely on overlapping molecular mechanisms.
Alzheimer's disease (AD) is clinically characterized by a progressive loss of memory and executive function, yet earlier stages of AD also present with non-cognitive symptoms including depression [4] . Depression might represent a prodrome for AD-related dementia in certain patients [5] [6] [7] , with the rate of dementia increasing by 13% in a given patient for every hospital admission based on a depressive episode [8] . Given the acknowledged link between MAO-A and depression as well as the evidence that polymorphisms in the MAO-A promoter, particularly a variable number tandem repeat, have been linked to increased risk of developing depression [9] as well as AD [10] [11] [12] , we hypothesized that MAO-A represents a commonality to depression and the early stages of AD. This is supported a priori by the accumulation in AD brains of toxic MAO-mediated metabolites [13] and with the early and progressive degeneration of serotonin neurons in the dorsal raphé nucleus and noradrenergic neurons in the locus coeruleus [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . In late-onset AD, both MAO-A activity and mRNA have been shown to be elevated, although not necessarily concurrently, in cortical subregions, the locus coeruleus, thalamic nuclei, and white matter [19] [20] [21] [22] . MAO-A activity has also been found to be decreased in late-onset AD brains [19, 23] , but the 31% decrease in MAO-A activity in locus coeruleus is concomitant with a nearly 70-80% neuronal cell loss [19, 23, 24] . This suggests that the average MAO-A activity per surviving neuron is significantly increased [19] . In AD patients, monoaminergic tone is unequivocally affected [25] and MAO-A activity or the number of MAO-A immunoreactive neurons has also been implicated in cognitive decline [23] . A role for MAO-A in neurodegeneration is further supported by the observation that estrogen, a putative neuroprotective hormone, can selectively decrease MAO-A activity and mRNA levels in vivo [26, 27] , whereas caspase-3-dependent apoptotic neuronal phenotypes following serum withdrawal or treatment with staurosporine are prevented by selective MAO-A inhibition [28, 29] .
Recently, monoaminergic dysfunction in the context of AD has been associated with the presenilin-1 (PS-1)/␥-secretase pathway [30, 31] . The PS-1 protein is the catalytic core of the ␥-secretase complex that processes the amyloid-␤ protein precursor to the amyloid-␤ (A␤) 40-and 42-mer peptides [32, 33] . PS-1 has been associated with the mitochondria [34, 35] , which supports an influence of PS-1 beyond the endoplasmic reticulum, one of its primary sites of action [36] . Furthermore, within the endoplasmic reticulum itself, presenilins are heterogeneously distributed, with a significant protein density being found in the membrane subcompartment at the interface with the mitochondria, aptly called the mitochondriaassociated membrane (MAM) [37] . Given that protein contacts at the MAM facilitate communication and metabolic exchange between these two organelles [38] , it is reasonable to consider that PS-1 could functionally influence mitochondrial-expressed proteins, including MAO.
A link between PS-1 and depression is strongly suggested by the finding that pre-demented carriers of the PS-1(A431E) and PS-1(L235V) variants are more likely to suffer from depression than noncarrier siblings (note, the fact that the carriers are pre-demented and unaware of their genotype excludes any possibility that their depression is reactive or secondary to a diagnosis of dementia/AD) [39] . Furthermore, in transgenic animal models of AD-related pathology, the antidepressants imipramine, citalopram, and rolipram (also a phosphodiesterase inhibitor) affect ␥-secretase-mediated substrate processing as well as improve non-cognitive behavior via PS-1/␥-secretase-sensitive mechanisms [40, 41] . In addition, the AβPPSwe/PS-1(M146V) mouse model of amyloidosis exhibits changes in monoaminergic tone [42] and non-cognitive behaviors [43] , and the AβPPSwe/PS-1( Ex9) mouse exhibits a substantial monoaminergic neurodegeneration, particularly in serotonergic and noradrenergic systems [30, 31] . The latter occurs independently of accumulation of either A␤ or phosphorylated tau protein [30] . Thus monoaminergic insult appears to represent an early event in AD-related pathology.
Given the interest in placing the mitochondrion as a pivotal component in the early stages of AD progression [44] , the changes in monoaminergic function in experimental and clinical AD, and the link between PS-1 variants and depression, it is important to define the role for MAO in this context. We now provide data that support PS-1(M146V) as a negative regulator of MAO-A function in the sensorimotor cortex, a region affected during the progression of clinical AD [45] . Furthermore, subcellular fractionation, confocal microscopy, and co-immunoprecipitation experiments provide strong evidence that MAO-A interacts directly with PS-1 proteins. Mutations in the PSEN-1 gene primarily account for the early-onset form of AD and fewer than 10% of all cases of AD. However, there is evidence that a mutation in PSEN-1, e.g., the one coding for the R249H substitution [46] , is associated with the more common late-onset form of AD. Thus our demonstrated interaction between PS-1 and MAO-A could provide an explanation for a subtle role for PS-1 in non-cognitive neuropsychiatric disorders such as depression. By extension, an influence of PS-1 on MAO-A function could also account for the ambiguity surrounding the role of MAO-A in both early-onset and late-onset AD-related pathology. Further characterization of this interaction in PS-1-and MAO-A-dependent pathologies is clearly warranted.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Reagents and antibodies
-S-phenylglycine t-butyl ester (DAPT) and the ␤-actin and FLAG antibodies were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Oakville, ON, Canada). [ 14 C]-5-HT (NEC-225) was purchased from PerkinElmer Life Sciences (Waltham, MA, USA). The MAO-A (H-70/T-19) and c-myc (A14) antibodies were purchased from Santa Cruz Biotechnology (Santa Cruz, CA, USA). The PS-1 antibody (MAB5232: loop region, residues 263-378) and the IP3R3 (AB9076) antibody were from Millipore/Chemicon (Temecula, CA, USA). The VDAC antibody was from EMD Biosciences (La Jolla, CA, USA), whereas the cytochrome c antibody (#556433) was from BD Pharmingen (Mississauga, ON, Canada). The PDI antibody (#3501) and the PS-1 antibody (#5643: D39D1 clone, carboxy terminus) were purchased from Cell Signalling Technology (Danvers, MA, USA). IgG-HRP conjugates were from Cedarlane Laboratories Ltd. (Burlington, ON, Canada). Mitotracker ® Red was purchased from Invitrogen Canada Inc. (Burlington, ON, Canada).
The Psen1(M146V) mouse model of AD-related presenilin dysfunction
B6.129-Psen1 tm1Mpm /J PS-1 knock-in mice (The Jackson Laboratory; Bar Harbor, ME, USA) were originally generated by substitution of exon5 of the murine Psen-1 gene for the homologous exon from human PSEN-1. The human exon specifically contained a double mutation that encoded for the I145V/M146V substitution, thereby not only introducing the ADrelated M146V substitution, but also 'humanizing' the only amino acid polymorphism between mouse Psen-1 and human PSEN-1 genes (i.e., by introducing the I145V substitution). These mice express the corresponding humanized autosomal-dominant AD-related PS-1(M146V) protein at normal levels [47] and are routinely used to study aspects of PS-1/␥-secretase dysfunction in the context of AD-related pathology [47] [48] [49] . In all experiments, PS-1(M146V) mice were compared with their wildtype (WT) littermates. Mice were treated in accordance with the University Committee on Animal Care and Supply/Canadian Council on Animal Care guidelines.
Immunodetection and immunoprecipitation
Standard Western/SDS-PAGE denaturing conditions were used to detect expression of targeted proteins (precleared; 12,000 × g, 10 min, 4 • C; 20-30 g/lane) or in immunoprecipitates (200-500 g) precipitated with protein-A/G Sepharose [50] . For immunoprecipitation experiments, non-specific binding to immunoglobulin (IgG) was avoided by preclearing lysates with an excess of normal mouse or rabbit IgG. Furthermore, immunoprecipitation reactions using non-specific IgG were included in each experimental run. Detection relied on enhanced chemiluminescence and all blots are representative of ≥3 individual experiments. ImageJ 1.32j (http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/) was used for densitometric analyses of scanned blots.
Quantitative real-time PCR
Total RNA was isolated using an RNeasy ® Mini Kit (Qiagen; Mississauga, ON, Canada) and reversetranscribed to cDNA using SuperScript™ RNase H-Reverse Transcriptase (Invitrogen). Gene expression was quantified using the Taqman ® primers and labeled probe system, and a real-time thermocycler (ABI 7300), all from Applied Biosystems (Foster City, CA, USA). Reactions were performed using the Taqman Universal Master Mix (2X), FAM-labeled Taqman Gene Expression assays for the target gene, VIC-labeled Taqman Endogenous Control ␤-Actin, and 10 ng of cDNA. Thermocycling parameters were as follows: 2 min at 50 • C, 10 min at 95 • C, 40 cycles of 15 s at 95 • C/70 s at 60 • C. Taqman gene expression assays have all been tested to have efficiencies not significantly different from '1' (Applied Biosystems). To avoid variability in amplification efficiencies due to potential multiplexing of the gene-specific and ␤-actin primers, the primer sets were examined individually and in complex with ␤-actin. Standard curve reactions were run using 1, 10, and 100 ng of cortical cDNA and amplification efficiency was required to be between 90-110% for both the genespecific and ␤-Actin primers sets [51] . All comparisons (n = 3-5, with four replicates) were performed using quantification software (Applied Biosystems). The data were normalized to WT expression.
Monoamine oxidase (MAO) activity
MAO-A activity was estimated using 250 M [ 14 C]-5-HT and 100 g cell protein/reaction [52] . The reaction (10 min) was terminated by acidification and the labeled metabolites were extracted into ethyl acetate/toluene (1 : 1 vol/vol, water-saturated), an aliquot of which was subjected to scintillation spectrometry to determine radioactive content. All activity data represent 6 or more experiments, with each experiment performed in triplicate-quintuplicate.
Immortalized and primary neuronal cells
The mouse neuroblastoma N2a cell line (CCL-131) was obtained from American Type Culture Collection and maintained in 5% CO 2 at 37 • C according to their specifications. Primary cortical neuronal cultures were prepared from E16.5 fetuses [53] . Neurons from WT and PS1(M146V) mouse fetuses were plated on coverslips (coated with 25 g/ml poly-D-lysine) and grown in NeuroBasal medium with B27 supplement at 37 • C with 5% CO 2 -humidified atmosphere. Neurons (DIV 10) were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.01 M PBS for 20 min at room temperature, washed several times with PBS, and used for immunofluorescence staining of PS-1, MAO-A and specific organelle markers, and the signals were detected by confocal microscopy.
Immunohistochemistry and fluorescence microscopy
Animals were perfused with 0.01 M PBS (pH 7.4). Brains were post-fixed in paraformaldehyde (4%: 24 h), transferred to cryoprotectant (30% glycerol/0.01 M PBS, 48 h), and stored at −70 • C until sectioned (30 m, coronally). The sections were then stored (25% glycerol; 25% ethylene glycol; 0.1 M PBS) at 4 • C until processed.
DAB-immunohistochemistry was performed on free-floating sections that had been rinsed in 0.01 M PBS, treated with 0.2% H 2 O 2 in 0.01 M PBS (30 min) and blocked in 5% normal serum in PBS containing 0.2% Triton (PBS-TX) (1.5 h). Sections were then incubated (4 • C, 72 h) with the rabbit polyclonal H-70 MAO-A antibody (1 : 100) in 5% normal serum-PBS-TX. Sections were incubated with biotinylated goat anti-rabbit (BA-1000, Vector Laboratories Canada; Burlington, ON, Canada) (1 : 250, 1.5 h) and processed by the ABC-DAB method. All steps were followed by washes in PBS (3 × 20 min). The sections were also processed for thionin/Nissl staining. Sections were mounted on gelatin-coated slides, dehydrated in ascending alcohols, cleared with xylene, and coverslipped with ProLong ® Gold (Invitrogen) for visualization using a BX-51 microscope system (Olympus Canada; Markham, ON, Canada). All experiments included control sections incubated in the absence of primary antibody (data not shown).
The distribution of PS-1 in primary cortical cultures was compared to the distribution of MAO-A, VDAC, and IP3R3 using a 63X water immersion lens on a ZEISS LSM 510 Confor2 confocal microscope and AxioVision Rel. 4.8 software. Fixed primary cultures (on coverslips) were blocked in 5% normal horse serum in PBS containing 0.3% Triton-100 (PBS-TX) (30 min) and then processed for double immunofluorescence with anti-PS-1 (goat polyclonal; 1 : 250) paired with each of the following antibodies: the MAO-A H70 antibody (1 : 250); mouse monoclonal VDAC (1 : 250); or rabbit polyclonal IP3R3 (1 : 250). Secondary antibodies (1 : 250) were applied as described above and included Alexa Fluor ® (Invitrogen) 488 donkey-anti-goat with either 594 donkey-anti-mouse or donkey-anti-rabbit.
The localization of PS-1 and MAO-A in the cortex of 6-month old WT and PS-1(M146V) mice was visualized in a similar manner. Free-floating sections (30 m) were treated for antigen retrieval in sodium citrate buffer for 30 min at 70 • C, blocked in 5% normal serum, and then placed in primary (1 : 100) and secondary (1 : 500) antibody solution as described above. All experiments included control sections incubated in the absence of primary antibody (data not shown). Where indicated, thin optical sections were used for confocal images, with each optical section in the z-axis being <1.0 m. In all cases, images from the three transmission channels (e.g., the Ar, HeNe1, and Diode lasers) were captured sequentially.
Subcellular fractionation
Enriched endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and mitochondrial fractions were obtained [37, 54] from fresh cortices harvested from 6-month old WT and PS-1(M146V) mice. Briefly, cortices were homogenized gently in isolation buffer-1 (250 mM mannitol, 5 mM HEPES pH 7.4, and 0.5 mM EGTA) with four strokes in a loose Potter-Elvehjem grinder. The heavy membrane fraction (cell debris and nuclei) was removed (2 × 5 min; 750 × g) and the supernatant was centrifuged (10 min; 9,000 × g); this separated the ER/microsomal fraction (supernatant) from the crude mitochondrial fraction (P2 pellet). The ER fraction was centrifuged (30 min; 20,000 × g) to get rid of lysosomal and plasma membrane contaminants, and the resultant supernatant was centrifuged (1 h; 100,000 × g). The pellet represents the ER-enriched fraction and the supernatant represents the cytosolic fraction. The P2 pellet was resuspended in isolation buffer-2 (isolation buffer-1 lacking EGTA) and centrifuged (10 min; 10,000 × g). It was resuspended in isolation buffer-3 (isolation buffer-2 lacking BSA) and centrifuged again (10 min; 10,000 × g) to obtain the crude mitochondrial pellet. Note that the mitochondria and MAM co-fractionated with this differential centrifugation protocol. All fractions were quantitated for protein prior to Western blot analysis.
Non-cognitive/behavioral assay
Alterations in non-cognitive behaviors have been reported in the A␤PPSwe/PS-1(M146V) mouse [43] . We chose to examine the role of MAO-A on noncognitive behavior in 6 month-old PS-1(M146V) mice by using the Forced-Swim Test (FST), which models behavioral despair and was originally developed for the screening of antidepressants [55] . Clorgyline (CLG) is a selective, irreversible inhibitor of MAO-A with antidepressant potential [56, 57] . Although CLG's irreversibility precipitates hypertensive crises and, thus, limits its use in the clinic, it is its irreversibility that validates it as a pharmacological tool for studying MAO-A function.
Mice were placed in a glass cylinder (46 cm high × 20 cm ) of water (∼24 • C) filled to a depth of 30 cm, thus preventing the mice from resting on the bottom of the cylinder. Water was changed between test runs. Treatments [saline or CLG (1 mg/kg), n = 6-9] were administered 2 h prior to a 6-min test swim (includes a pre-exposure period of 2 min followed by a 4-min test session immediately thereafter). This doseregimen of CLG was chosen as it does not affect either immobility time in the FST [58] or ambulatory behavior [59] in WT mice, but it does affect the tissue content of monoaminergic neurotransmitters [59] .
High pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC)
Mice were sacrificed and brains were regionally dissected, snap-frozen and stored at −70 • C until processed for neurochemical correlates [60] . HPLC was performed using a Waters instrument and pumps, a Bioanalytical Systems (West Lafayette, IN, USA) LC-4B amperometric detector and a Hewlett-Packard (Palo Alto, CA, U.S.A.) 3392A integrator. The compounds of interest were measured using a glassy carbon electrode set at 0.75 V versus an Ag/AgC1 reference electrode. The flow rate was l ml/min through a C18 column (4.6 mm × 250 mm; 5 m particle size, Applied Science Labs, Avondale, PA, USA) coupled to a precolumn. The mobile phase consisted of NaH 2 PO 4 (55 mM), sodium octyl sulfate (0.85 mM), disodium EDTA (0.37 mM) and acetonitrile (9%) and was filtered, degassed, and adjusted to pH 3.0. The concentrations of analytes were determined by comparing peak height ratios to those of a set of authentic standards processed in parallel.
Expressions plasmids and transient transfections
Wildtype PS-1 cDNA [61] was obtained from Dr. G. Lévesque (Université Laval, Québec, Canada) and served as a template for targeted substitutions (QuikChange ® , Stratagene). Cells in log-phase were transfected (50% efficiency) with cDNA (i.e., 1-2 g/well on a 24-well plate; seeded at 5 × 10 5 cells/well) using LipoFectamine2000 (Invitrogen). Cells were routinely harvested 24 h post-transfection.
Statistical analyses
Significance was set at p < 0.05 and assessed by unpaired t-tests or by ANOVA with post hoc analyses relying on Bonferroni's Multiple Comparison Test (GraphPad Prism v3.01). Data are represented as mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM).
RESULTS
Our research program focuses on the posttranslational regulation of MAO function in several mouse models of AD-related pathology. We now report our findings from the PS-1(M146V) knock-in mouse, which is used routinely to study AD-related PS-1/␥-secretase function.
MAO-A protein is induced in a PS-1(M146V) background
Western blot revealed an increase in MAO-A expression in cortical extracts of 6-month old PS-1(M146V) mice (Fig. 1A) . This was confirmed by densitometry (+∼50%) [t = 3.168, df = 8, p = 0.0132] (Fig. 1B) . The full-length PS-1 protein was barely visible in PS-1(M146V) extracts, but accumulation of the ∼20 kDa C-terminal fragment was evident (Fig. 1A) . ␤-actin expression demonstrated equal protein loading. mao-A mRNA levels (qRT-PCR) were not affected by the PS-1(M146V) knock-in [t = 0.446, df = 6, p = 0.6713] (Fig. 1C) . We assayed corresponding homogenates for MAO-A activity and found that the increase in MAO-A protein expression in PS-1(M146V) mouse cortex was not reflected by a concomitant increase in MAO-A activity [t = 0.250, df = 14, p = 0.8060] (Fig. 1D ).
Immunohistochemistry reveals differences in MAO-A distribution and laminar organization in sensorimotor cortex of PS-1(M146V) mice
In 6-month old WT mice, MAO-A DABimmunoreactivity was observed throughout the neuropil of cortical layers I-VI, with increased immunoreactivity observed in and around cell bodies of layer II, superficial layer III, and layer V (Fig. 2A) . In contrast, MAO-A immunoreactivity in PS-1(M146V) mice (Fig. 2D ) was detected in patches throughout the entire neuropil. Thionin (Nissl) staining [at 10X (Fig. 2B, E) and 4X (Fig. 2C, F) magnification] also revealed an abnormal patchy distribution of Nissl substance and disrupted laminar boundaries in the PS-1(M146V) cortex. Immunofluorescence microscopy confirmed the induction of MAO-A in cell soma and neuropil of the PS-1(M146V) mouse cortex (Fig. 2G, H) .
These data (Figs. 1 and 2 ) indicate a mismatch between MAO-A protein and catalytic activity in the PS-1(M146V) mouse cortex. This discrepancy between levels of MAO-A protein and activity (Figs. 1-2) is not novel [50, 52, [62] [63] [64] and further supports the potential for post-translational regulation of MAO-A function. It is clear that the MAO-A system is affected in the PS-1(M146V) mouse cortex. We chose to examine next how in vivo MAO-A inhibition would affect behavioral and neurochemical correlates in the PS-1(M146V) mouse.
MAO-A inhibition affects non-cognitive behavior in the PS-1(M146V) mouse
Six month-old WT and PS-1(M146V) mice were treated acutely with the PBS vehicle or the selective MAO-A inhibitor clorgyline (CLG: 1 mg/kg, i.p., 2 h) and subjected to the FST. Treatment with CLG did not elicit any behavioral effect in WT mice, as expected [59] , but it did decrease the amount of time that their PS-1(M146V) littermates spent swimming [F (3, 24) = 3.425, p = 0.0359] (Fig. 3) . Although this was not the anticipated response for an antidepressant drug, this was not entirely unexpected as MAO inhibitors do not always increase the 'swim time' in the FST [65] . Western blot demonstrated that MAO-A expression was not affected by CLG treatment (Fig. 3) .
Brain levels of aminergic neurotransmitters are affected in the PS-1(M146V) mouse
We used HPLC to measure the levels of neurotransmitters in corresponding WT and PS-1(M146V) cortical extracts. Analytes included dopamine (DA), NA, Post hoc analyses revealed that PS-1(M146V) expression exerted changes in amine and metabolite levels that resemble characteristic MAO inhibition, i.e., amine levels increase while corresponding metabolite (DOPAC and 5-HIAA) levels decrease. Acute treatment with CLG exerted changes in cortical catecholamine metabolism, but did not affect the levels of 5-HT or 5-HIAA (Fig. 4) .
The potency of CLG is altered in the PS-1(M146V) cortex
MAO-A activity in cortical homogenates from mice (used for Figs. 3 and 4) confirmed that the doseregimen with CLG inhibited MAO-A activity, but also revealed that CLG was more potent in a PS-1(M146V) background [F (3, 18) = 20.02, p < 0.0001] (Fig. 5) . CLG dose-response curves (n = 4) using WT [R 2 = 0.9987] and PS-1(M146V) [R 2 = 0.9988] mouse cortical homogenates revealed logIC 50 values (M) of −2.385 (±0.073) and −1.946 (±0.045), respectively. Although this was statistically significant [t = 11.44, df = 6, p < 0.0001], it is not a pharmacologically substantial shift in the response curve (Fig. 5) . The respective Hill coefficients were −0.827 (±0.084) and A B Fig. 4 . Cortical aminergic analytes are affected by expression of the PS-1(M146V) variant. Neurochemical analyses were performed on cortical extracts from the mice used in the FST (see Fig. 3 ). A) Levels of serotonin (5-HT) and its acid metabolite 5-HIAA were measured in salinetreated (black bars) or CLG-treated (grey bars) mice. **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, between indicated groups (mean ± SD, n = 7-13). B) Levels of dopamine (DA), and its two acid metabolites DOPAC and HVA, as well as that of noradrenaline (NA) were also measured. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, between indicated groups (n = 8-13, mean ± SEM).
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Fig. 5. The potency of CLG is increased by the PS-1(M146V) variant in vivo. A) MAO-A activity was examined in cortical extracts from PS-1 WT or PS-1(M146V) animals used for behavioural and neurochemical analyses in Figs. 3-4 (n = 6, mean ± SEM). B)
CLG concentration-response curves were generated using cortical extracts from vehicle-treated WT (•) and PS-1(M146V) (•) animals. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, versus vehicle (veh)-treated WT control or between indicated groups (n = 4-6, mean ± SEM). These data (Figs. 3-5 ) suggest that the PS-1(M146V) variant affects monoaminergic tone and predisposes to MAO-A-sensitive behavior, and that this is potentially due to non-canonical effects on the MAO-A protein itself.
The PS-1/γ-secretase inhibitor DAPT enhances MAO-A activity in necropsied PS-1(M146V) mouse cortical homogenates and suggests a direct role for PS-1 in MAO-A function
We used a pharmacological approach to investigate whether the effects of PS-1(M146V) on MAO-A function could be due to a direct influence of this variant on the MAO-A protein. We pre-incubated (10 min) homogenates of necropsied cortices from both WT and PS-1(M146V) littermates with increasing concentrations of DAPT, a ␥-secretase substrate-competitive inhibitor [66] . Note that the use of necropsied brain samples precluded any possibility of de novo protein synthesis. MAO-A activity was increased by DAPT in a concentration-dependent manner in PS-1(M146V) (Fig. 6A) , which strongly suggests that DAPT was interfering with an endogenous interaction between PS-1(M146V) and MAO-A. The Effective Concentration required to induce a 50% effect (EC 50 ) for the in vitro activation of MAO-A by DAPT was estimated using the effect at 0 nM (0%: control) and at 10,000 nM as minima and maxima (n = 4). Linear regression analysis revealed an EC 50 of 161.1 nM [95% CI: 136.2 to 190.6 nM; R 2 = 0.999], which is similar to the low nM IC 50 values reported for DAPT-mediated inhibition of well-known ␥-secretase interactions, i.e., with A␤PP, in vitro [66, 67] . In addition, the fact that the PS-1 inhibitor, DAPT, can induce MAO-A activity supports our initial conclusion that PS-1(M146V) negatively regulates MAO-A function in vivo.
The expression of PS-1 and MAO-A are in close proximity in mouse cortical sections
Confocal microscopic examination of the sensorimotor cortex of 6 month-old WT and PS-1(M146V) mice revealed a diffuse distribution of PS-1 throughout the neuronal cytoplasm (Fig. 6B) . The distribution of MAO-A was affected by the expression of PS-1(M146V) and while still detected in the cell soma, it also presented a punctate distribution in the neuropil (as already observed in Fig. 2) . The overlap between the two signals in WT sections was modest (Fig. 6C) . In contrast, in the PS-1(M146V) sections, the MAO-A signal was stronger and the overlap between the PS-1 and MAO-A signals was more evident (Fig. 6C) .
The localization of PS-1 to the mitochondrial compartment supports a direct role for PS-1 in MAO-A function
Confocal microscopy of primary cortical neurons revealed that PS-1 immunoreactivity overlaps regions that are also positive for MAO-A as well as for the voltage-dependent anion channel (VDAC; a known marker of the outer mitochondrial membrane) and for IP3R3 (a marker of the MAM of the ER: [68] ) (Fig. 7) . The proximity of PS-1 to the mitochondrial/MAM compartment supports the potential for a physical interaction between PS-1 and MAO-A.
Fractionation studies confirmed the association of PS-1 with the ER-enriched fraction as well as a modest MAO-A signal in this same fraction (Fig. 8 ). Yet, both immunofluorescence and Western Fig. 8 . The PS-1(M146V) protein associates preferentially with the mitochondrial fraction. A) WT and PS-1(M146V) (M/V) primary neurons (DIV 10) were processed for PS-1 (green) and a mitochondrial stain (Mitotracker ® , red). The association of PS-1 with the mitochondria in the WT cell is evident in both the cell soma and processes ('yellow' in the merged image; arrowheads). In the M/V cell, the overlap in the soma is more extensive and the two signals tend to accumulate at regular intervals along dystrophic processes (arrows). B) Subcellular fractionation of fresh cortical samples from 6-month old WT and M/V mice were resolved for Western blot and probed for MAO-A (∼59 kDa), PS-1 (CTF; ∼20 kDa), IP3R3 (∼320 kDa: a marker for the MAM), cytochrome c (∼15 kDa; a marker for the mitochondria), VDAC (∼31 kDa; a marker for the mitochondria), PDI (∼60 kDa: a marker for the ER), 14-3-3 (∼33 kDa: a marker for the cytosol). A strong PS-1(M146V) signal cosegregates with MAO-A in the mitochondrial/MAM fraction. A modest MAO-A signal is detected in the ER-enriched fraction. HM: heavy membrane fraction (cell debris and nuclei); MAM: mitochondria-associated membrane of the ER (technical note: the MAM co-segregates with the mitochondrial fraction during differential centrifugation); kDa: molecular weight markers.
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blot revealed that PS-1 also segregated with the mitochondrial/MAM fraction (Figs. 7 and 8) , thus confirming previous reports [34, 35] . Interestingly, there was a stronger PS-1 immunoreactivity in the PS-1(M146V) mitochondrial/MAM fraction versus the WT mitochondrial/MAM fraction (Figs. 7 and 8) . Fractionation was confirmed using specific markers, e.g., VADC and cytochrome c co-segregated with the mitochondria/MAM fraction, PDI segregated with the ER-enriched fraction and the 14-3-3 protein segregated primarily with the cytosolic fraction (Fig. 8) . Note that the mitochondria and MAM co-fractionated using this centrifugation protocol.
These data (Figs. 6-8) continue to support the possibility that the influence of PS-1(M146V) on cortical MAO-A function results from a physical interaction between these two proteins.
The co-immunoprecipitation of PS-1 and MAO-A proteins from tissues and from N2a extracts confirms a physical interaction between the two proteins
We were able to co-immunoprecipitate endogenous MAO-A with both PS-1 WT and the PS-1(M146V) knock-in variant (Fig. 9A) . Although the signal was weak, it should be borne in mind that this represents the average signal across all cell types in the cortex (not all of which might similarly co-express Fig. 9 . PS-1 proteins interact with MAO-A in vitro. A) Wildtype (WT) and PS-1(M146V) (M/V) mouse cortical mitochondrial (P2) fractions were immunoprecipitated (IP) for PS-1 and resolved proteins were probed for MAO-A and PS-1 (CTF: C-terminal fragment; L.C. light chain of the immunoprecipitating antibody; n.s.: non-specific). B) N2a (neuroblastoma) cultures co-expressing either FLAG-PS-1 WT or FLAG-PS-1(M146V) (M/V) with MAO-A-myc were tested for MAO-A catalytic activity. *p < 0.05 between indicated groups (n = 5-6, mean ± SEM). C) FLAG-tagged PS-1 variants were co-expressed with myc-tagged MAO-A in N2a cells. Anti-FLAG (FL) or normal (control) mouse IgG immunoprecipitates were probed for myc (e.g., MAO-A-myc) (n.s.: non-specific band; H.C.: heavy chain of the immunoprecipitating anti-FLAG antibody). Parallel immunoprecipitates were probed for PS-1. Note the increased mobility of the Ex9 splice site variant (versus FL: full length) and the lack of a C-terminal fragment (CTF) in the same lane. Total cell lysates (TCL) were probed for MAO-A-myc as well as FLAG-PS-1 expression [e.g., by the presence of the CTF (∼20 kDa) and the lack thereof in the PS-1( Ex9) lysates; note that these band patterns were confirmed using two separate anti-PS-1 antibodies]. D) Densitometric analysis of the co-immunoprecipitation of MAO-A-myc with the PS-1 variants indicated in (C) are expressed as a percentage of the co-immunoprecipitation of MAO-A with WT PS-1. *p < 0.05 between indicated groups (n = 3-4, mean ± SEM). vec: transfected with empty (FLAG or myc) vector; D/A: PS-1(D257A); Ex9: PS-1( Ex9); M/V: PS-1(M146V).
PS-1 and MAO-A at the same levels). We chose to explore this further using a model in which both proteins could be overexpressed. N2a cells are functionally deficient in MAO-A and, thus, are optimal for studying aspects of overexpressed MAO-A [62] . We co-expressed FLAG-tagged PS-1 variants with myc-tagged MAO-A and determined that the overexpression of PS-1(M146V) inhibited MAO-A activity (cf., activity in cultures overexpressing PS-1 WT) [F (2,16) = 5.638, p = 0.0160] (Fig. 9B) . In parallel cultures, resolved anti-FLAG immunoprecipitates were probed for MAO-A and confirmed the interaction between PS-1 proteins and MAO-A (Fig. 9C) . We included two other PS-1 variants that are known to alter PS-1/␥-secretase-mediated interactions. The deletion of exon 9 abolished proteolytic processing of PS-1, as confirmed by the expected loss [69] of the C-terminal fragment (detected using two anti-PS-1 antibodies targeting distinct epitopes: Fig. 9C ). The diminished co-immunoprecipitation between PS-1 ( Ex9) and MAO-A proteins indicates that the PS-1 loop region is required for the interaction between PS-1 and MAO-A. We also examined the interaction of MAO-A with the PS-1(D257A) active site variant. While this substitution has been shown to block PS-1 endoproteolysis [70] , this was not the case in N2a cells (Fig. 9C) , thus also corroborating similar observations in other cell lines [71, 72] . The D257A substitution is known to interfere with PS-1/␥-secretase substrate binding and processing [72, 73] , and the diminished interaction between this variant and MAO-A (Fig. 9C) provides additional evidence that MAO-A is a novel binding partner for PS-1. Densitometry (Fig. 9D ) confirmed the differences in interactions between PS-1 variants and the MAO-A protein [F (3, 13) = 25.11, p < 0.0001].
DISCUSSION
Some of the earliest lesions in AD brain occur in regions highly immunoreactive for MAO-A, such as the nucleus basalis of Meynert and the locus coeruleus [14, 23, 74] . Altered biogenic neurotransmitter metabolism and receptor density in several models of AD are believed to be epiphenomena of the amyloid burden incurred by a given transgene [30, 31] . Although one could speculate as to the role of MAO in this context, our data are the first to provide evidence for the in vivo dysregulation of MAO catalytic function in an AD-related background, i.e., in the PS-1(M146V) knock-in mouse.
The PS-1 protein physically associates with the MAO-A protein
The expression of the PS-1(M146V) protein is tightly controlled and is known to simply displace its endogenous counterpart [75, 76] . While its overexpression in vivo may not be that evident, its influence on cortical MAO-A function is undeniable. The increased MAO-A activity in PS-1(M146V) cortical homogenates induced by the PS-1/␥-secretase substrate-competitive inhibitor, DAPT, supports our conclusion (based on neurochemical, microscopy and subcellular fractionation studies) of a direct inhibition of MAO-A function by PS-1(M146V), and furthermore corroborates the reported functional differences between PS-1 WT and variants [77] . These differences could be reflecting mutation-dependent conformational changes in PS-1 that are known to affect interactions with binding partners and substrates [70] .
The fact that MAO-A co-immunoprecipitates better with PS-1(M146V) is not surprising given the preferential segregation of PS-1(M146V) with the mitochondrial/MAM fraction (present study) and given the tighter binding capacity of PS-1 mutants towards other targets, for example the p70CLIP protein [78] . The co-immunoprecipitation of PS-1 and MAO-A is clearly reduced in cultures expressing the PS-1(D257A) active site variant or the PS-1( Ex9) splice site variant, both of which are well known to disrupt PS-1/␥-secretase substrate binding. We have recently confirmed the physical interaction between ectopic PS-1 and MAO-A proteins in other cell lines, i.e., the HT-22 mouse hippocampal line and the HEK293 human embryonic kidney line [79] . Although MAO-A does not conform to the type I transmembrane protein structure that is typical of PS-1/␥-secretase targets [80] , this would not necessarily preclude its potential for binding to the PS-1/␥-secretase complex, but would simply preclude its access to the active site [81] . At this juncture, one could certainly question why MAO-A has not yet been identified as a binding partner for PS-1, given the wide range of reported substrates [82] . Our hypothesis would posit that the interaction of MAO-A with PS-1 requires the intact ␥-secretase complex and would not be identified in screens for [single] protein-protein interactions, such as with the yeast two-hybrid system. In support of this, the most studied substrate for the PS-1/␥-secretase complex, A␤PP, is not identified when PS-1 is used as 'bait' in a yeast two-hybrid system [83, 84] .
PS-1(M146V) affects MAO-A-sensitive monoaminergic tone
The MAO-A-dependent changes in monoaminergic function in 6 month-old PS-1(M146V) mice, when AD-related neuropathology is clearly absent [85] , implicate a novel A␤/A␤PP-independent effect of PS-1/␥-secretase in AD-related neuropsychiatric sequelae. Our data reveal an induction of MAO-A protein in the PS-1(M146V) mouse cortex, yet MAO-A activity in corresponding homogenates is not similarly increased. This, in combination with the results of our neurochemical analyses, suggests an inhibition of MAO-A by the PS-1(M146V) variant. Such an influence of a PS-1 variant on monoaminergic tone in AD subjects could explain, in part, why 5-HT terminal fields and neurons of the raphé nuclei (contain 5-HT cell bodies) are rife with neurofibrillary tangles [86] [87] [88] . Our ongoing work suggests subtle differences in MAO-A function in PS-1(M146V) mouse cerebellum. Regionspecific effects of AD-related PS-1 variants are not unique as carriers of the PS-1( Ex9) variant present with different plaque conformations and A␤ peptide constituents in the frontal cortex versus the cerebellum [89] , whereas a variety of other mutations in PS-1 affect the regional expression of the PS-1 protein and exert distinct effects on A␤ burden [90] .
Aside from its role in AD-related neuropathology [91] , PS-1 also mediates normal development of the cerebral cortex [92, 93] . The patchy distribution of Nissl substance and disrupted laminar boundaries in the PS-1(M146V) mouse cortex (present study) corroborate reports of disrupted cortical lamination in both prenatal PS-1-null mice [94] and postnatal PS-1 conditional knockout mice [93] . Furthermore, axonal transport is affected in the PS-1(M146V) mouse [95] , which could certainly explain the dystrophic processes and mitochondrial aggregation we observe in primary PS-1(M146V) neurons as well as the accumulation of MAO-A signal within the neuropil of the PS-1(M146V) mouse cortex and the associated architectural changes. Serotonergic fibers are among the earliest to reach the developing cerebral cortex [96] . The permanent cytoarchitectural alterations observed in the somatosensory cortex of MAO-A-knockout mice [97] or as a consequence of MAO-A inhibitormediated hyperserotonergic (but not noradrenergic) tone during the first week of life in normal mice [98] support the developmental changes and the diminished proliferation of neural stem cells observed recently in MAO-A/B knockout mice [99] . We are currently examining the role of MAO-A in cortical laminar disorganization in PS-1(M146V) mice. A priori, if PS-1(M146V) is inhibiting MAO-A, as our data indicate, then a role for MAO-A in this phenomenon is certainly feasible. By extension, this would strongly suggest that certain cases of AD, particularly those with an early onset/genetic progression, might have a developmental etiology rather than being strictly dependent on premature cellular senescence and enhanced A␤ burden as championed by the current paradigm. The clinical and empirical evidence in support of the A␤ hypothesis of AD has come under scrutiny lately [100, 101] and alternate hypotheses clearly need to be explored.
The PS-1(M146V) knock-in mouse exhibits MAO-A-sensitive non-cognitive behaviors
Cognitive dysfunction and memory loss are characteristics of the later stages of clinical AD. Yet earlier stages of AD are also associated with several non-cognitive, neuropsychiatric symptoms including depression, irritability, aggressive outbursts, and delusions [4] . It is well known that these disorders reflect region-specific noradrenergic and serotonergic insults and, as such, it is not surprising that monoaminergic metabolism is altered in the PS-1(M146V) mouse. The fact that noradrenergic changes were greater than serotonergic changes following acute inhibition of MAO-A with CLG is not unexpected [102, 103] , as MAO-A is expressed primarily in catecholaminergic, i.e., noradrenergic, neurons [this is designed to eliminate foreign amines, including serotonin, that could diffuse from neighboring synapses and potentially disrupt synaptic noradrenergic vesicles] [104] . Exacerbated changes in noradrenergic and serotonergic metabolism following acute MAO-A inhibition would certainly contribute to the changes we observe in the swimming (non-cognitive) behavior of the PS-1(M146V) mice.
Could our observed MAO-A-sensitive effects on non-cognitive behavior and monoaminergic metabolism explain the increased incidence of depression associated with earlier pre-dementia stages of AD [74, [105] [106] [107] [108] ? This is a reasonable hypothesis given that depression and psychiatric symptoms precede the dementia associated with the PS-1(L173F) substitution [109] , whereas mood symptoms and depression are evident at the onset of disease associated with the PS-1(L392P) [110] and PS-1(L250S) [111] substitutions. Furthermore, the incidence of depression is increased in pre-demented carriers of the AD-related A431E, L235V and E280A substitutions in the PSEN1 gene [39, 112] . We have demonstrated [79] that the A431E and L235V PS-1 variants can induce MAO-A activity (which would be expected in clinical depression; [113] ). We have also observed differences in vitro in MAO-A activity in response to two very aggressive AD-related PS-1 variants [61] , namely PS-1(Y115H) [no effect on MAO-A activity] and PS-1( Ex9) (increases MAO-A activity by ∼20%) [79] . Although the latter observation would certainly argue for an increased incidence of clinical depression in carriers of the PS-1( Ex9) variant, this has never been documented. Also, we would not expect the PS-1(M146V) variant to support a prodromal depressive phenotype as PS-1(M146V) inhibits MAO-A. Differences in the effects of PS-1 variants on cellular mechanisms and phenotypes are well documented and a direct role for some variants in depression is certainly feasible. It is expected that multiple mechanisms of actions would be involved, including mechanisms dependent on MAO-A dysfunction.
The PS-1(M146V) protein alters MAO-A inhibitor potency
AD-related mutations in the PS-1 protein are known to exert conformational changes [70] . Perhaps by virtue of a direct interaction between PS-1(M146V) and MAO-A, a concomitant change in the structure of MAO-A could explain the increased potency of CLG we observed in the PS-1(M146V) mouse cortical samples. A conformational change in the MAO-A protein could certainly alter the accessibility of CLG to its binding site, which could promote an apparent change in the Hill slope. Such an increase in cooperativity would suggest partially interconvertible states of a single CLG binding site. Yet, PS-1-dependent post-translational mechanisms based on activation of distinct signaling cascades [114] , several of which have been found to influence MAO-A function [62] , could certainly also be involved.
Future considerations
An understanding of endogenous mechanisms for the regulation of MAO is important for understanding its role in both normal physiology and pathology. We now demonstrate that MAO-A function can be altered significantly by an AD-related PS-1 protein.
Furthermore, we identify MAO-A as a novel binding partner for PS-1. Our data also suggest that pharmacological MAO-A inhibition could exert non-cognitive effects in certain patients predisposed to AD (could this be extrapolated to other monoamine-altering therapeutics?, see [115] ). This could potentially extend to patients with a form of AD that is not necessarily predicated on a mutation in the PSEN-1 gene, but is associated with other risk factors, e.g., the APOE4 allele in combination with polymorphisms in both the 5-HT transporter and MAO-A [10] . Our data provide for a unique function for PS-1/␥-secretase and further characterization, both in vivo and in vitro, is clearly required. This endogenous means of regulating MAO-A function could have serious biological implications and needs to be duly considered when interpreting experimental and clinical PS-1-and/or MAO-A-sensitive pathologies, particularly those with a neurochemical overlap and such social impact as depression and AD. Authors' disclosures available online (http://www.jalz.com/disclosures/view.php?id=1003).
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